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Abstra t
In the year 1957, when interest in Einstein's uni ed eld theory
was fading away for la k of understanding of its physi al ontent,
Treder performed a momentous riti al analysis of the possible de nitions of the ele tri four- urrent in the theory. As an out ome of
this s rutiny he was able to prove by the E.I.H. method that properly de ned point harges, appended at the right-hand side of the eld
equation R[ ; ℄ = 0, intera t mutually with Coulomb-like for es, prov

vided that a mutual for e independent of distan e is present too. This
unwanted, but unavoidable addition, ould not but lay further disbelief
on the e orts initiated by Einstein and S hrodinger one de ade earlier.
However in 1980 Treder himself re alled that the potential ' = a=r + r,
found by him in 1957, was the one used by parti le physi ists to a ount phenomenologi ally for the spe trum of bound quark systems
like mesons. Exa t solutions have later on rmed beyond any doubt
that Einstein's uni ed eld theory does a ount in a simple way, already in lassi al form, for the on nement of pole harges de ned by
the four- urrent rst availed of by Treder.
In the present paper it is proposed, ad memoriam, a thorough re olle tion of the arti le published by Treder in 1957, showing the way kept
by him to nd what would have been later re ognized as on nement
in Einstein's uni ed eld theory.

1 Introdu tion
In the year 1957, one de ade had elapsed sin e Einstein had resumed his
attempt[1℄, rst formulated already in 1925, to en ompass both gravitation
1

and ele tromagnetism in a generalization of his theory of 1915 based on a
nonsymmetri fundamental tensor g , and on a nonsymmetri aÆne onne tion  . One de ade too had gone by after S hrodinger, by starting
from a purely aÆne approa h, had ome to announ e[2℄ to have eventually
rea hed \the nal aÆne eld laws", that would en ompass too both ele tromagnetism and gravitation in a geometri formulation, very similar to the
one proposed by Einstein.
However, despite the intense work done by many relativists and geometers to understand both the mathemati al stru ture and the physi al ontent
of what was appropriately alled the Einstein-S hrodinger theory, the perspe tive for this sort of endeavour was not, in 1957, as promising as it had
appeared one de ade earlier. The formal simpli ity of the sets of equations
proposed both by Einstein and by S hrodinger had not yet found a ounterpart in an equally simple and satisfa tory physi al interpretation. Already
in the 1954/55 report to the Dublin Institute for Advan ed Studies, a disappointed Erwin S hrodinger had written: \It is a dis on erting situation that
ten years endeavour of ompetent theorists has not yielded even a plausible
glimpse of Coulomb's law."[3℄.
In the very year 1957 H. Treder, a ollaborator of A. Papapetrou in
Berlin, published in Annalen der Physik a paper, where a riti al s rutiny of
the de nitions of the ele tri harge- urrent density admissible in Einstein's
uni ed eld theory is performed[4℄ for the rst time. As a onsequen e of his
analysis of this ru ial issue, Treder ould show that the negative out ome
for the ele tri for e, found both by Infeld[5℄ and by Callaway[6℄, by availing
of the weak eld approximation for solving the equations of motion by the
E.I.H. method[7, 8℄, depended on the hoi e of the de nition of the ele tri
four- urrent done by those authors. If a di erent hoi e is made, allowed
for too a ording to Treder's analysis, the equations of motion stemming
from the weak eld approximation prove that Einstein's uni ed eld theory
does admit of non gravitational for es between harged point parti les. But
a surprising result is found with Treder's hoi e of the ele tri four- urrent
too, for Einstein's theory does not provide in this way a pure Coulomb for e
between two point harges. A for e independent of distan e is also present,
that annot be made to vanish by any hoi e of the onstants, be ause
the presen e of the latter for e is mandatory for the very existen e of the
Coulomb term.
Already in his paper of 1957, Treder expressed some doubt about the
ele tromagneti meaning of his nding. Indeed, when the two harged parti les are suÆ iently far away from ea h other, the omponent of the for e
that is independent of distan e will ines apably be ome the prevailing one,
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no matter how weak it may be hosen to be.
S ope of the present paper is to re onsider Treder's nding of 1957, based
on approximate al ulations, in full detail. It will be reminded too that in
1980 Treder himself[9℄ interpreted his earlier nding as proving that, in the
Hermitian version[10℄ of Einstein's theory, pole point harges of unlike sign,
provided by the four- urrent rst onsidered by him[4℄, attra t mutually
with a for e independent of distan e, hen e they are permanently on ned
entities, like the quarks of hromodynami s are presumed to be.
It will be reminded eventually that exa t solutions to the eld equations
of Einstein's uni ed eld theory belonging to a lass found[11℄ in 1987 onrm with exa t arguments [12, 13℄ the existen e of on nement in Einstein's
uni ed eld theory.

2 Treder's de nition of the harge- urrent in Einstein's uni ed eld theory
It is quite interesting to examine the logi al thread followed by Treder in
hoosing his de nition of the \ele tri " 4- urrent density. It is evident that in
1957, given the problemati ondition of the theory, he feels the need to onfront the issue afresh, without being en umbered by prejudi es, in parti ular
by the authoritative a priori stipulation, upheld both by Einstein[15℄ and
by S hrodinger[2℄, a ording to whi h, sin e the new theory did represent
the eld-theoreti al ompletion of the theory of 1915, no phenomenologi al
sour es had to be appended at the right-hand sides of its eld equations.
For Treder, it is the so- alled + relation that plays a ru ial guiding r^ole.
A ording to him, it is evident that, sin e the equation g  ;  = 0 provides
+
the de nition of the aÆne onne tion  in terms of the fundamental tensor
g , it needs to be satis ed everywhere.
As a onsequen
e of this stipulation, also the ele tromagneti looking

equation g v ; = 0, that stems[2℄ from the previous de ning equation for
 , needs to be satis ed everywhere. Therefore it is impossible to interpret

the latter equation as representing, in Einstein's uni ed eld theory, the
rst group of Maxwell's equations. In Einstein's theory, gv \must be the
antisymmetri tensor density dual to the ele tromagneti eld strength".
But this momentous re ognition is of s ar e help in de iding what 4-ve tor
represents the ele tri four- urrent, \ be ause in the uni ed eld theory eld
strength and indu tion are not ne essarily onne ted through the relation
whi h we know from Maxwell's theory".
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In order to onfront the issue, Treder arefully examines, in part II of
his paper, what suggestions ome from the solutions of the weak eld, rst
order approximation of the eld equation R[ ; ℄ = 0, be ause, \when the
v
uni ed eld theory is expe ted to have also a ma ros opi meaning, it must
be required that it allows to des ribe the existen e of pointlike harges in
the lassi al va uum in the lowest approximation at least, for weak elds".
A ording to Treder, in order to solve the issue of the de nition of the
ele tri four- urrent, there is therefore merit in studying the spheri ally
symmetri , stati solution of the weak eld approximation of R[ ; ℄ = 0.
v



Sin e, g v ; = 0 must be ful lled everywhere, the rst order approximation
of g must be the dual of the url of a four-ve tor:
v


1
" ' ; '; ;
2
and in the Lorentz gauge R[ ; ℄ = 0 spe ialises to

g
1v

=

1 v

22 ' = 0:
In the stati ase ' = (0; 0; 0; '), and the latter equation spe ialises further
to
' = 0;
whose general, spheri ally symmetri solution reads1
'

a

= +b+
r

r + dr 2 :

After dropping the term dr2 , that leads to the divergent behaviour of g
1
for r = 1, and the unessential onstant b, ' takes the paradigmati form
'

a

= +
r

r:

Treder then looks for the harge density de nitions that are ompatible with
this form of ' in the previously spe i ed sense, namely, he looks for the Æ
fun tions that an be generated through either single or double appli ation
1 Biharmoni equations are to be expe ted in theories with quadrati Lagrangians. It is

remarkable that the same weak eld expression of a potential is found too, under suitable
onditions, in the framework of Poin are gauge eld theory. For instan e, with the purpose
and interpretation of on nement this was onsidered in the paper \Short-range on ning
omponent in a quadrati Poin are gauge theory of gravitation"[14℄.
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of the Lapla e operator  to ', and seeks to what exa t harge- urrent
density de nitions they shall orrespond as parti ular approximate, weak
eld ases. He noti es that by applying the Lapla e operator on e to the
rst term of ' one gets
 
a

= 4aÆ(r)
r

i.e. a Æ sour e that is a parti ular stati , rst order approximation of the
sour e term s o urring in the general four- urrent de nition
g[ ; ℄
v



s :

Against this option, however, Treder raises the obje tion that it does not
allow for a free hoi e of the harge- urrent density, like it happens instead
in Maxwell's theory, be ause, due to the eld equation R[ ; ℄ = 0, the
v
harge- urrent density de ned in this way is onstrained to ful ll, in the
weak eld approximation, a di erential, d'Alembert equation:

2s = 0:
1

By applying twi e the Lapla e operator to the se ond term of ' one gets
again a Æ fun tion:
( r) = 8 Æ(r):
Treder noti es that this parti ular Æ harge density is a weak eld, stati
instan e of a harge- urrent density s de ned by
R[ ; ℄
v

 12 s;

i.e. of a harge- urrent density appended in a phenomenologi al way at
the right-hand side of the eld equation R[ ; ℄ = 0. As su h, this fourv
urrent density an be assigned at will (subje t to the onservation law)
like it o urs in Maxwell's theory. When both terms of ' are onsidered,
the double appli ation of the Lapla ian leads instead to the point sour e
expression
' = 4 (aÆ(r) + 2 Æ(r)) :
This is the stru ture of ea h of the n point harges that Treder introdu es
in his derivation of the equations of motion in the weak eld, rst order
approximation of the E.I.H. method performed in III, after having assumed
that, for any harge I, the ratio I =aI is a universal onstant  .
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3 Treder's dis overy of on nement in Einstein's
uni ed eld theory
After the momentous assumptions done in II, deriving in III, by the E.I.H.
method, the equations of motion for n harged parti les in the weak eld,
slow motion approximation is for Treder a straightforward, routine move,
done in the footsteps of Infeld[5℄. It leads however to a highly perplexing
end result. Like Treder, let us onsider for simpli ity the ase n = 2, when
the stati potential ' omes to read
'

= 'I + 'II =

aI

+

rI

I rI

+

aII
rII

+

II rII

and, to the required order of approximation, although with some inappropriateness in the language, one may assert that the Cartesian omponents of
the \ele tri " for e that the eld of a pointlike harge II exerts on a pointlike
harged parti le I is given by
I
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when the integral is extended to a losed surfa e surrounding only parti le I.
When this expression, found by Treder as a dire t out ome of his pondered
hoi e of the de nition of the four- urrent in Einstein's uni ed eld theory,
appeared in print[4℄, it was not new. It had been written already by V. V.
Narlikar and B. R. Rao in their paper of 1956, entitled \The equations of
motion of parti les in the uni ed eld theory of Einstein (1953)"[16℄. However we feel entitled to attribute only to Treder the orre t interpretation
of this surprising result, and to ontinue its analysis along the line drawn
in his arti le of 1957, be ause the interpretation onsidered by Narlikar and
Rao is instead based on an untenable assumption. For these authors, the
four- urrent responsible for the above written for e is proportional to g[ ; ℄ ,
v
hen e the orresponding harges are by no means pointlike, but di used in
the whole spa e and overlapping. It is obvious that point parti les are instead needed to make sense of an E.I.H. al ulation.
However, although Treder's hoi e of the four- urrent leads in the present
ase to pointlike harges, i.e. his E.I.H. al ulation is on eptually faultless,
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the \ele tri " interpretation of the resulting for e soon arose perplexity.
F.A.E. Pirani, when ommenting[17℄ Treder's paper for the \Mathemati al
Reviews", wrote:
The author proposes a new de nition of harge- urrent in
Einstein's \weak" non-symmetri uni ed theory [The meaning
of relativity, 3rd ed., revised, Prin eton, 1950, Appendix II℄. In
the lowest approximation he obtains the Coulomb for e between
point harges, but also, unfortunately, an additional for e independent of distan e.
As noted by Treder, only if one makes the additional assumption that the
ratio I =aI ; i = 1; ; n is a universal onstant  does one get a law of for e
that approximates the ordinary Coulomb law, as long as the inequality
1


 %2

is satis ed. But of ourse, the for e independent of distan e annot be
hidden out: it will always be ome the prevailing one when the harged
parti les are posited farther and farther away from ea h other. Therefore,
the \ele tri " interpretation of the result, although it found its adherents,
e.g. in[18, 19℄, was never onsidered to be a satisfa tory one, not even by
Treder himself at the very moment of its nding, as it transpires from the
on luding remarks in V.
It is evident that in 1957 a for e independent of distan e between point
harges ould not be thought to be of mu h use in theoreti al physi s. Therefore the very existen e of su h a for e in Einstein's uni ed eld theory, so
keenly brought into eviden e by Treder, ould not but help laying further disredit on the theoreti al endeavour inaugurated by Einstein and S hrodinger
one de ade earlier.
However, what ideas are of interest to theoreti ians hange with the lapse
of time and, as mentioned in the Introdu tion, in 1980 Treder[9℄ might well
wonder whether his early nding ould not be reinterpreted as the eviden e
that Einstein's theory allows, already in lassi al form, for the on nement of
quarks, i.e. it an a ount for both the strong and the gravitational for e in a
uni ed way. Phenomenologi al potential models introdu ed at the time[20,
21℄ used in fa t a linear ombination of a Coulomb and of a linear radial
potential, just like the one found by Treder in 1957, to a ount satisfa torily
for the spe tros opy of hadrons. But, one should ask: if Einstein's theory
allows for a uni ed des ription of both the strong and the gravitational
intera tion, where must one look for ele tromagnetism in the theory? What
entity represents, in the theory, the long sought for ele tri four- urrent?
7

4 What the exa t solutions have to say
After the nding, in 1987, of a lass of exa t solutions of the EinsteinS hrodinger equations intrinsi ally depending on three oordinates[11℄ it was
noti ed, from the study of parti ular solutions, that
perhaps Treder's injun 
tion, that both the equations g  ;  = 0 and g v ; = 0 have to be satis ed
+
everywhere, is too restri tive, thereby leading to a loss of valuable physi al
ontent of the theory. In 1978 Bor hsenius[22℄ had shown how to obtain
that a phenomenologi al four- urrent may appear at the right-hand sides of
the two equations just mentioned above without destroying the invarian e
of the theory under transposition. Therefore, in the footsteps of the su essful phenomenologi al ompletion of the general relativity of 1915, the
way was open for interpreting Einstein's theory of the nonsymmetri eld
as a theory admitting both a symmetri energy tensor T and two distin t,
onserved four- urrents j % and K like phenomenologi al sour es[23℄. Its
eld equations, that redu e to the original ones wherever sour es are absent,
then read:
4
g; + g  + g  g  = (j Æ j Æ );
3
%
%
g v ; = 4j ;
  ( ) = 8(T 1 s s% T% );
R
2

R[ ; ℄ = 8K ;
v

where, like in Treder's paper[4℄, s is the metri tensor de ned by Kursunoglu[24℄ and Hely[25℄ as
s

=

r

g 
g ; s s
s

 
R

= Æ :

is the symmetrised Ri i tensor of Bor hsenius:


%
%
  ( ) = %;% 1 %%; + %%;
R
%  +  % ;
2
that redu es to the plain one wherever j% vanishes. With these de nitions,
and with the semi olon \;" standing for the ovariant di erentiation performed with the Christo el symbols built with s , the ontra ted Bian hi
identities of the theory ome to read


p % 
1
v ; T =
ss s T% ;
T; = s% j R % ( ) + K% g
2
v
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a perspi uous enough writing.
To the previously mentioned lass of solutions belongs a parti ular exa t
solution that is stati and endowed with pole harges built with the urrent
K% . Its details are given elsewhere[12, 13℄ and will not be repeated here.
SuÆ e it to say that the solution on rms beyond any possible doubt what
the approximate result found by Treder in 1957 already said, i.e. that Einstein's uni ed eld theory, when omplemented with the phenomenologi al
four- urrent K% , allows des ribing point harges intera ting mutually with
for es independent of distan e. In the Hermitian version of the theory two
harges of unlike sign mutually attra t, hen e are permanently on ned entities. As far as exa t solutions are on erned, the theory therefore provides
examples both of gravitating bodies[26℄ and of bodies intera ting like quarks
are expe ted to do.
But to the same lass belongs another exa t solution[27℄, that is stati

too, and whose eld g v is asso iated with harge density built with the
other four-urrent, j % . Sin e, outside the harges, the eld ful ls the eld
equation g v ; = 0, while the unsoli ited equation
g[ ; ℄
v

=0

is satis ed everywhere, one annot help re ognizing in this solution the general ele trostati solution of Einstein's uni ed eld theory. Moreover if, in
the adopted representative spa e, one puts the harge distribution on n loalized, losed two-surfa es, it is possible[27℄ to generate, in the metri sense,
the harge distribution of n pointlike, spheri ally symmetri harges. This
o urren e only happens when the harges o upy mutual positions that
orrespond, with all the a ura y needed to meet with the most stringent
empiri al results, to the mutual positions di tated by Coulomb's law for the
equilibrium ondition of n pointlike harges.
As far as the eviden e asso iated with a parti ular exa t solution an go,
this result onstitutes a partial, but hopefully enlightening answer to the two
questions raised at the end of the previous se tion, about the presen e of
ele tromagnetism in Einstein's theory, and about the identi ation of the
ele tri four- urrent.
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